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in: CDrama, CDrama2014, BTV and 3 more Edit Loving Sharing Comments, Never Forgetting Title: 恋恋忘 English Title: Loving, Never Forgetting also known as: Unforgettable Love Genre: Romance, Drama Episodes: 34 Network: BTV Broadcasting period: 23-June-2014 to 05-July-2014 Schedule: Sunday to Thursday 19:30-22:00 (three episodes) Friday to
Saturday 19:30-21:10 (two) episodes Origin: China She met him when the lotus flowering flower only to have to separate. Years later, when they met, Li Zhong had forgotten Mou Wu Tong's existence and left her helpless, except the only thing he now wants from her is custody of her son. 7 long years together, can you fix your broken relationship?
Production Cast Writer (Novel): Lian Bai Se Curiosidades This drama is based on the novel by Lian Bai Se. Baike baidu Wikipedia China CDrama CDrama CDrama2014 BTV Drama Romance Links 25 to 39 episodes *Note: Some of the links are affiliate, which means that fandom will earn a commission for you at no extra cost if you click and subscribe.
Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Loving, Never ForgettingLoving, Never Forgetting Official PosterAlso known asUnforgettable LoveGenreRomance MelodramaBased onWu Ai Cheng Huan by Lian Bai SeDirected byZeng Lizhen Bobo WangStarringJerry YanTong LiyaOpening themeThe Leaf Wilted by Tao ChingYingComposer(s)Rynn LimCountry of originChinaOri. by episodes34ProductionExecutive producer(s)Liu Zhixue Deng JieProducer(s)Song Zhenshan Xue LujinProduction Site(s)Beijing, ChinaCinematographyZhang Ziwei Sun Guo Xiagui QingEditor(s)Zhou YuchenProduction company(s)China Film Co., Ltd. Zhejiang TelevisionReleaseOriginal
networkZJSTVFirst shown inChinaOriginal Release23 June (2014-06-23) –5 July 2014 (2014-07-05) left Externalsite LovingWeb, Never Forgetting (Chinese: 恋恋忘; pinyin: Li'nli'n b'ng) is a 2014 Chinese television series starring Jerry Yan and Tong Liya. It is based on the novel Wu Ai Cheng Huan (⽆爱承) by Lan Bai Se. The series was broadcast by
ZJSTV for 34 episodes from June 23 to July 5, 2014. [2] Synopsis Li Zhongmou (Jerry Yan) is a wealthy businessman who had a one-night stand with Wu Tong (Tong Liya) a few years ago. He forgot them until later, in an accident in which a young boy was injured; and after the examination it was confirmed that the little boy, Wu Tong Tong, is in fact his son.
To recover his son, Li Zhongmou sues Wu Tong and tries to obtain custody of the boy. But later, due to his lack of maternal love as a child, he doesn't want his son to grow up in the same way, so he agrees to share custody with her. Over time, touched by Wu Tongs Li Zhongmou falls for Wu Tong. But Li Zhongmou's rival and half-brother Xiang Jun (Denny
Huang) is also starting to fall in love with her. Eventually Li Zhongmou and Wu Tong get married, but they are unable to tell others because their families have resisted. After experiencing life and death, resentment and prejudice, everyone eventually learns to understand, trust, and love. Li Zhongmou and Wu Tong overcome misunderstandings that threaten
to ruin their relationship and find their way back to each other before separation. Cast Jerry Yan as Li Zhongmou Tong Liya as Wu Tong Denny Huang as Xiang Jun Wang Yintong as Wu/Li Tongtong Feng Jing as Zhang Mandi You You as Liang Yueqi Wu Yufang as Li Zhining Lu Xing as Lin Jiandong Liu Xin as Mei Ling He Tongsheng as Xiang Yi Wang
Jianxin as Liang Ruiqi Never Forgetting - Original Television Soundtrack (恋恋忘视剧 碟.TitleMusicLength1. The Leaf Wilted (叶枯) Tao Ching-Ying 2. What to do? (怎么办) Zhu Jie 3. There is an I (个我Jerry Yan 4. I understand (我懂)Jin Sha 5. Can we start again? (能能重来) Zhang Yao Reviews Broadcast Date Episode Ratings (%) Share of audience (%)
Ranking 2014.06.23 1-2 0.973 2.75 4 2014.06.24 3-5 0.978 2.84 3 2014.06.25 6-8 1.091 3.17 2 2014.06.26 9-11 1.225 3.56 1 2014.06.27 12-13 1.151 3.51 1 2014.06.28 14-15 1.133 3.40 1 2014.06.29 16-17 1.409 4.04 1 2014.06.30 18-20 1.384 4.03 1 2014.07.01 21-23 1.464 4.18 1 2014.07.02 24-26 1.446 4.19 1 2014.07.03 27-29 1.299 3.73 2 2014.07.04
30-32 1.615 4.58 1 2014.07.05 33-34 1.427 4.28 1 Average 1.277 3.712 / Highest ratings are marked in red, lowest ratings are marked in blue International broadcast Channel Country Debut date Finale date Broadcast date &amp; time ZJSTV China June 23, 2014 July 5, 2014 Sunday 7:30pm to 10:00pm Friday and Saturday 7:30 to 9:10pm YNTV
September 18, 2014 GEM TV ASIA Vietnam November 17 , 2014 Monday to Friday 9:00 to 10:00pm DATV Japan January 12 , 2015 Monday 7:00 am to 9:00 PM (2 episodes) ABS-CBN Philippines 2. February, 2015 April 24, 2015 Monday to Friday 10:20 am to 11:10 pm Asianovela Channel Philippines December 17, 2018 February 1, 2019 Monday to
Friday 9:00/14:00/19:00 References Jerry Yan and Tong Li Ya Embark on a Deliciouslyd Love Torture for C-drama Loving Never Forgetting. Koala's playground. Retrieved January 29, 2014 ⾔承旭佟丽娅终获忘》今晚收 《恋恋. Tencent\r. External links Official website (in Chinese) This article about television in China is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by
expanding it.vte Retrieved from Loving, Never Forgetting / Unforgettable Love - Chinese DramaTykkääTykättyNäytä kaikkiSivun näyttää tietoja, joiden avulla ymmärrät sivun tarkoitusta paremmin. Katso, millaisia toimintoja sivua hallinnoivat ja sisältöä julkaisevat ihmiset tekevät. Näytä kaikki Story 8.5 Acting/Cast 8.0 Music 7.0 Rewatch Value 6.0 I waited until
this drama went into hiding for about half a year and it was worth it. The plot is a little similar to autumn concert and fall concert fans would certainly enjoy if not as much as AC. Loving Never Forgetting is not about two people in love who have a baby. It's about two strangers who have a one-night stand and the man doesn't even remember the woman.
Imagine saving a little boy in an accident and finding out that he is your son, even though you can't even recognize the mother! This drama follows these two people as they fall in love and really become a real family. The plot has some ridiculous, rather macybling elements, but overall it's a heartwarming story. Jerry Yan is one of the prettiest Taiwanese
actors and I've seen him in a few dramas. His character here is very different from the immature, but funny-and-sweet rats he usually plays. Here he is a cold, ruthless businessman who does not believe in love or marriage. I liked him here and he definitely stole the show! Wu Tong is really clumsy and sometimes, really stupid. She's the perfect mother in
need, something that's ticked me off a little bit. I'm used to female lead roles being strong now, and characters like them make me roll my eyes on them every minute. If I got a penny every time she fell, I would be a millionaire. But the woman is simply stubborn. She never got rid of these heels (and how did she even afford them, as she barely managed to
make a living). But still, her character wasn't entirely hateful. I mean, she was the sweet, innocent, perfect leader. Tong Tong was fine. Nothing compared to Xaio Le obvious (Xaio Le was too classic). Supporting characters were fine. My personal favorite was the special assistant. The OST was good enough. This was my third Chinese drama (I think), and
although these dramas are longer in terms of episodes, they are pleasant. I could see Jerry Yan's scenes with his child and Wu Tong again, but I would definitely skip the rest in the second round (if there is one). It's a good drama overall and, when it comes down to it, definitely worth the watch. Read more Was this review helpful to you? We use cookies to
personalize ads, provide social features, and analyze our website usage. By accept, you agree to the use of cookies. Learn MoreDate de alta para disfrutar de programas y series de Asian TV, y seguir donde lo dejaste. ResumenCan a night of love turn into nothing? Li Zhong Mou (Jerry Yan) and Wu Tong (Tong Li Ya) share a night full of passion and then
go their separate ways. Years later, when they are reunited, Zhong Mou seems to have forgotten everything about Tong. Have. When he learns that he is still tied to her in a way he did not expect, he looks into the remaining proof of their past romance. Will Tong be able to give up what she loves most in the world? Loving, Never Forgetting is a 2014 Chinese
drama series. It is based on a novel by Lian Bai Se.Elenco Follow other names: 戀戀忘 恋恋 忘 ⽆爱承, Loving, Never Forgetting Unforgettable Love Description: Li Zhong Mou (Jerry Yan) had a one-night stand with Wu Tong (Tong Li Ya) a few years ago. He forgot them until later, in an accident that caught his attention; After the inspection, it was confirmed
that the little boy, Wu Tong Tong, is in fact his son. In order to recover his own son, Li Zhong Mou takes the mother of his son Wu Tong to court and wins custody of the boy. Li Zhong Mou, however, falls for Wu Tong and was impressed by Wu Tong's intimate relationship with her son, as he had no maternal love as a child, he did not want the story to repeat
itself. So Li Zhong Mou decided to marry Wu Tong. After experiencing life and death, resentment, and prejudice, everyone eventually learns to understand, trust, and love. Director: Zeng Li Zhen [曾丽] Country: Taiwanese Status: Completed Published: 2014 Genre: Drama; Melodram; Romance; Delayed delayed e. Over 3 days About 3 days About 3 days
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